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1. Which of the following is/are correct about Central Vigilance Commission 

(CVC)? 

A. The Parliament enacted Central Vigilance Commission Act, 2003 

(CVC Act) conferring statutory status on the CVC.  

B. It is an independent body which is only responsible to the Parliament.  

C. CVC has no investigation wing of its own as it depends on the CBI 

and the Chief Vigilance Officers(CVO) of central organizations. 

D. All the above 

Ans: D 

The Central Vigilance Commission (CVC) is learnt to have taken cognizance of the 

tussle between the Home and Water Resources ministries over the “poor 

construction” of an Indo-TibetanBorder Police (ITBP) outpost on the western bank 

of Pangong Tso in Ladakh. 

Central Vigilance Commission (CVC):  

 Central Vigilance Commission is conceived to be the apex vigilance institution, 

free of control from any executive authority, monitoring all vigilance activity 

under the Central Government.  

 The CVC was set up by the Government in February, 1964 on the 

recommendations of the Committee on Prevention of Corruption, headed by K. 

Santhanam.  

 The Parliament enacted Central Vigilance Commission Act, 2003 (CVC Act) 

conferring statutory status on the CVC.  

 It is an independent body which is only responsible to the Parliament.  

 It submits its report to the President of India. 

 CVC has no investigation wing of its own as it depends on the CBI and the 

Chief Vigilance Officers(CVO) of central organizations, while CBI has its own 

investigation wing drawing its powers from Delhi Special Police Establishment 

Act, 1946.  

 

 
 

2. Consider the  statements: 
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1. Infrastructure Investment Trust (InvITs) work like mutual funds or real 

estate investment trusts (REITs) in features. 

2. Sebi notified the Sebi (Infrastructure Investment Trusts) Regulations, 2014 

on September 26, 2014, providing for registration and regulation of InvITs in 

India. 

Which of the above is/are INcorrect about Infrastructure Investment 

Trust (InvITs)? 

A. Both 1 & 2  

B. Neither 1 & 2 

C. Only 1 

D. Only 2 

Ans: B 

The Reserve Bank said FPIs had been permitted to invest in debt securities issued by 

Infrastructure Investment Trusts (InvITs) and Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs). 

Infrastructure Investment Trust (InvITs): 

 An Infrastructure Investment Trust (InvITs) is like a mutual fund, which enables 

direct investment of small amounts of money from possible 

individual/institutional investors in infrastructure to earn a small portion of the 

income as return. 

 InvITs work like mutual funds or real estate investment trusts (REITs) in 

features. InvITs can be treated as the modified version of REITs designed to suit 

the specific circumstances of the infrastructure sector. 

 Sebi notified the Sebi (Infrastructure Investment Trusts) Regulations, 2014 on 

September 26, 2014, providing for registration and regulation of InvITs in India.  

 The objective of InvITs is to facilitate investment in the infrastructure sector. 

 InvITS are like mutual funds in structure. InvITs is established as a trust and 

registered with SEBI. 

 
 

3. Consider the following statements: 
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1. The Supreme Court is responsible for monitoring the entire process of 

NRC updation 

2. In 2013, an order was passed by the Supreme Court for completion of the 

NRC update by December 31st, 2017. 

Choose the correct statement about National Register of Citizens (NRC): 

A. Only 1 

B. Only 2 

C. Both 1 & 2  

D. Neither 1 & 2 

Ans: C 

The Assam government has decided to approach the Supreme Court for directing the 

Centre to provide Aadhaar cards to people left out of the updated National Register 

of Citizens (NRC) published in 2019. 

National Register of Citizens (NRC):  

 National Register of Citizens, 1951 is a registerprepared after the conduct of the 

Census of 1951 in respect of each village, showing the houses or holdings in a 

serial order and indicating against each house or holding the number and names 

of persons staying therein. The NRC was published only once, in 1951. 

 NRC was first introduced after the 1951 Census of India and Assam was the first 

in updating this NRC for including the names of the persons along with their 

descendants whose name was successfully registered in the NRC of 1951, or 

was found in any of the electoral rolls till the midnight of 24th March 1971. 

 In 2013, an order was passed by the Supreme Court for completion of the NRC 

update by December 31st, 2017. Currently, the Supreme Court is responsible for 

monitoring the entire process of NRC updation. The NRC is updated on the 

basis of the Citizenship Act, 1955 and The Citizenship (Registration of Citizens 

and Issue of National Identity Cards) Rules, 2003. 

 Unlike the NRC, the NPR is not a citizenship enumeration drive, as it would 

record even a foreigner staying in a locality for more than six months 

 

 
 

4. With reference to modern India, Who among the following led the Eki 

Movement in  parts of Idar state (Now Gujrat)? 

A. Sadhu Sitaram Das 
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B. Motilal Tejawat 

C. Fateh Karan Charan 

D. Vijay Singh Pathik 

Ans: B 

 Recently, the Gujarat government marked 100 years of the Pal-Dadhvav 

killings, calling it a massacre "bigger than the Jallianwala Bagh". A Gujarat 

government release on the centenary of the massacre described the incident as 

"more brutal than the Jalliawala Bagh massacre of 1919. 

 The Pal-Dadhvav massacre took place on March 7 1922, in the PalChitariya and 

Dadhvaav villages of Sabarkantha district, then part of Idar state (Now Gujrat).  

 The day was Amalaki Ekadashi, which falls just before Holi, a major festival for 

tribals. Villagers from Pal, Dadhvav, and Chitariya had gathered on the banks of 

river Heir as part of the 'Eki movement', led by one Motilal Tejawat. 

 

5. Which of the following is/are can be considered as objectives of  Water 

(Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act,1974 ? 

A. Neither of C & D 

B. Both C & D  

C. To establish Boards for the prevention and control of water pollution 

D. To prevent and control water pollution.  

Ans: B 

Of the total sewage generated in the city, around 29% flowed untreated into the 

Yamuna between April and December last year — 748 million gallons per day 

(MGD) of sewage was generated and around 218 MGD was discharged untreated 

into the river, as per the Outcome Budget presented. 

Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act,1974 :  

 The Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974 defined terms like 

pollution, sewage effluent, trade effluent, stream, and boards. It defines water 

pollution and water quality standards. 

 The Act provides for maintenance and restoration of quality of all types of 

surface and groundwater.  

 The Act prohibits the disposal of any poisonous, noxious, or polluting matter to 

the flow of water in a stream.  

 However, dumping any material into a stream for the purpose of reclamation of 

land is not considered an offense.  

 The Act provides for severe and deterrent punishments for violation of the Act 

which includes fines and imprisonment. 

  

The Act has the following objectives:  

➢ To prevent and control water pollution.  

➢ To maintain or to restore the wholesomeness of water.  

➢ To establish Boards for the prevention and control of water pollution.  

 Central Pollution Control Board and State Pollution Control Board to implement 

the work for the objectives of the Act 
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